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Abstract. Dataflow in computer networks can be describe as a complicated system. To simulate behaviours of these systems are also difficult, because these systems show non-linear features. Before implementing network equipments users wants to know capability of their computer network. They do not want the servers to be overloaded during temporary traffic peaks when more requests arrive than the server is designed for. According to the non-linear character of network traffic, a system model is established to exam behaviour of the network planned. This paper presents setting up a non-linear simulation model that helps us to handle dataflow problems of the networks.
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1 Introduction

In a large-scale computer network data packets may choose among many routes to arrive their destination address. These selections are based on knowledge of recent nodes of the computer networks. In most cases parts of the computer networks do not know all levels of the fully network. Though almost all nodes take part in the process of forwarding packets, nodes of the computer network know more on neighbours than far ones. In this paper, we firstly summarize the contributions and limitations included in the existing works. In second session the non-linear model and its behaviours are established focused on congestion problems and stability. The third session explains the estimation process of model parameters and criteria, while in the fourth session an case study is given. These system parameters and criteria are used to analyze quantitatively behaviour and stability of system as well as to investigate the impact of system parameters, such as data density, load level, link capacity on system stability. The simulation results validate our analysis. Last session shows tendency of future works.
2 Related Works

To study network behaviour, traffic parameters are needed to measure and analyse, and to find their statistical laws, such as was done by Y. Bhole and A. Popescu [1]. After having known the statistical rules, some traffic models are built, such as the establishment of a model for network traffic by J. Jiang and S. Papavassiliou in [2] or we try to understand why buffers are overflowed like S. Sidiroglou et al. did in [3].

Congestion control methods. We also set up congestion models. Model of Du Haifeng et al. [4] performs an effective network congestion control method for multilayer network. If operational cost is important read I. Chuang’s article [5] on Pricing Multicast Communication. If the time-scale of network traffic is considered, the network traffic behaviour will be different in different time-scale. Paxson and Floyd [6] showed that the traffic behaviour of millisecond-time scale is not self-similar by the influence of network protocol. Due to the influence of environment, the traffic behaviour whose time-scale is larger than ten minutes is not also self-similar and is a non-linear time-series. Only the traffic behaviour in second-time scale is self-similar. This problem becomes known when transactions of the computer networks have to be described. As it was presented before, the system shows non-linear features, i.e. transactions. It means no tools to describe transactions by mathematics of linear control systems. In this paper, a new non-linear traffic behaviour model is set up and by the aid of this model, the non-linear features of dataflow are described.

Traffic simulation. The most extensive and modern researches present directions of network parameter estimations [7], analyses of traffic generators [8, 9], elastic network nodes [10] etc. The non-linear analyses of network nodes [11, 12, 13, 14] is a separate important research area. Therefore, very important the optimal function of the nodes in the system. In terms of the data traffic that would either be the ideal if fewer nodes existed in the network, or in the case of huge number of nodes these all were linked to all the others. This apparently an absurd approach, already if we look at the economic sides of the solution only. A question becomes known, that necessary, that let the nodes be on the central place of the examinations. The correct answer is in this direction, that in terms of the data traffic, the whole network is necessary to put onto the examined central place.

Stability control. Many papers have theoretically analyzed computer networks in framework of feedback control theory based on the continuous time model (e.g. [15-19] etc.) or discrete-time model (such as [20] and [21]) after having made some necessary simplification and assumption, and finally provided some very revelatory and significant conclusions and judgments. In [16], a general nonlinear model was developed, then after linearisation it around equilibrium and making several simplifying assumptions, the sufficient stability condition was obtained. The main contribution in [16] was to replace the single-link identical-source model in [15] with a general model with heterogeneous sources, but components
were approximated linearly. Under this assumption, some possible factors leading to the queue oscillation have been successfully identified, however, the others will be likely hidden.

3 Data Flow Model

The computer network models known by the literature trace back the data traffic to the description of a communication happening between edges and nodes of a communication graph. The models handle the nodes as an important element in this description method. The outcome of model is the communication graph that faithfully imitates the physical arrangement of the computer network, where the nodes, the active elements of the system are the peaks of the graph, which are connected to each other by the transfer mediums called edges. This statement is important, because in the network actually the nodes, the active elements of the network communicate with each other, and the nodes form the peaks of the network graph in the graph theory model of the computer network. Figure 1 shows a plain example how nodes communicate:
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Internal and external elements of a network

This description gives back that view on a natural manner. In this model the central place are occupied by nodes as the peaks of the network graph and the edges of the network graph show transactions of the traffic in which the peaks
communicate with each other along the data lines connecting them. This process separates our internal nodes, where switches or bridges are located with a closed curve from their input and output workstation nodes, as it is shown in figure 1. In the following number of internal, input and output nodes are marked by n, l and m respectively.

Consider the network is known in a time t and numbers of bits stored in the nodes are marked with N(t). Now let us examine status of the network in time moment (t+Δt). During time Δt if transfer speeds between nodes (vij) are known, the data (N(t+Δt)) stored in node i change as (1):

$$N_i(t+\Delta t) = N_i(t) + \Delta N_i^{\text{inter}} + \Delta N_i^{\text{input}} - \Delta N_i^{\text{output}}, \quad (1)$$

where $$\Delta N_i^{\text{inter}} = \sum_{j: i \neq j} C_{ij}(v_{ij}) \cdot \Delta t$$, $$\Delta N_i^{\text{input}} = \sum_{k=1}^{m} C_{ik}(v_{ik}) \cdot \Delta t$$, $$\Delta N_i^{\text{output}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} C_{ui}(v_{ui}) \cdot \Delta t$$.

In (1) $$C_{ij}(v_{ij}) = c_{ij}^*v_{ij}$$ is an elements of the communication matrix depending on vij and cij describes features of communication between node i and node j. The communication matrix is described detailed in session 5. After summarizing data changes in all nodes and supposed that node i has only one output, we get total data change (2) in our network:

$$\begin{bmatrix} N_1(t+\Delta t) \\ N_2(t+\Delta t) \\ \vdots \\ N_n(t+\Delta t) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} N_1(t) \\ N_2(t) \\ \vdots \\ N_n(t) \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 & c_{12} \cdot v_{12} \cdot \Delta t & \cdots & c_{1n} \cdot v_{1n} \cdot \Delta t \\ c_{21} \cdot v_{21} \cdot \Delta t & 0 & \cdots & c_{2n} \cdot v_{2n} \cdot \Delta t \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ c_{n1} \cdot v_{n1} \cdot \Delta t & c_{n2} \cdot v_{n2} \cdot \Delta t & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix} \cdot \Delta t$$

or (2) in matrix form (3)

$$N(t+\Delta t) = N(t) + C_{\text{int}}(V_{\text{int}})^*\Delta t + C_{\text{inp}}(V_{\text{inp}})^*\Delta t - C_{\text{out}}(V_{\text{out}})^*\Delta t \quad (3)$$

Forming (3) and do Δt → 0, the result is shown by (4):
\[
\lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{N(t + \Delta t) - N(t)}{\Delta t} = N'(t) = C_{\text{int}}(v_{\text{in2}}) + C_{\text{inp}}(v_{\text{inp}}) - C_{\text{out}}(v_{\text{out}}) \quad (4)
\]

(4) becomes more simply (5) if \( v_{\text{int}} = v_{\text{inp}} = v_{\text{out}} = v \)

\[
N'(t) = v \ast (c_{\text{int}} + c_{\text{inp}} - c_{\text{out}}) \quad (5)
\]

Complete calculation of (2) by Taylor series (6)

\[
N(t + \Delta t) = N(t) + N'(t) \ast \Delta t + N''(t) \ast \Delta t^2/2 + \ldots + N^{(n)}(t) \ast \Delta t^n/n! \quad (6)
\]

Comparing (2) to (6) we say that

\[
N''(t) \ast \Delta t^2/2 + \ldots + N^{(n)}(t) \ast \Delta t^n/n! = 0 \quad (7)
\]

4 State Variables

In the network the transmission speed means how many bits can be transported in one second between two nodes. Transmission speed may not be equal in every part of the network, but from node \( j \) to node \( i \) the same value is supposed and marked with \( v_{ij} \). Each node has some buffer for their messages. This capacity is measured by data density (8) that shows rate of recent data quantity in time and the maximal data quantity in node \( i \).

\[
x_i(t) = \frac{\text{number of recent data bits in buffer of node } i}{\text{maximal number of data bits in buffer of node } i} = \frac{N_i(t)}{N_{\text{max}}} \quad (8)
\]

In our model the data density of node \( i \) is a number without dimension between 0 \( \leq x \leq 1 \). Traditionally, the numeration of data density shows the difference of outgoing and incoming bits in time \( t \) or in other words it shows the maximum number of data bits that can be transferred in the next time unit. Now data density is introduced as a rate of the length of messages stored in node \( i \) and the maximal message length. This property shows non-linearity, because no chance to receive more bits than the maximal size of the data buffer or node \( i \) can not receive any bit, if node \( j \) has no any one to send. In our network data density of node \( i \) is marked with \( x_i \) and data density of input node \( j \) that is located outside of the network is marked with \( s_j \).

In our model \( N(t) \) and \( x(t) \) are vectors of \( n \) elements. From (8) \( N_i(t) = N_{\text{max}} \ast x_i(t) \), consequently \( N_{\text{max}} \) is a matrix of \( nxn \) elements. Elements of \( N_{\text{max}} \) represent the buffer size of nodes. Since no buffer between node \( i \) and node \( j \), \( N_{\text{max}} \) is a diagonal matrix.
5 Communication Matrix

In (1) – (5) the communication matrix plays a big role in our model. There are some functions implemented in $C_{ij}(v_{ij})$. Let us examine parts of this matrix. $C_{ij}(v_{ij})$ must contain at least the following:

- internal connections of the network
- environmental connections of the network
- size of internal buffers in nodes
- capabilities of nodes to send and receive data

The capability of node $i$ shows when no data to send, no more room in its buffer as well as the probability of transmission in case of more output channels.

An element of the Communication matrix grants the connection when node $j$ communicates with node $i$. Creating Communication matrix is done column by column. We go through each element of column $j$, and if a connection exists between nodes $j$ and node $i$, that is node $j$ works to node $i$, the communication function marked $C_{ij}$ is created, where $\forall i,j \leq n$. All features are necessary to be taken into consideration at the time of the forming of the communicational matrix by the aid of connection functions $C_{ij}$. The most important function is the model parameter of $c_{ij}$ showing properties of the connection. Inside traffic regulations are also necessary to be taken into consideration at the time of the forming of the communicational matrix (i.e. data link mechanisms depending on the density of the traffic). In our model, the inner traffic regulations depend on density three functions of $c_{ij}(t)$, $S_{j}(t)$, $R_{i}(t)$ and $x_{i}(t)$, where $S_{j}(t)$ defines properties of sender node, $R_{i}(t)$ declares features of the receiver, while $C_{ij}$ are defined by product of these four factors (9):

$$C_{ij}= c_{ij}(t) \cdot S_{j}(t) \cdot R_{i}(t) \cdot x_{i}(t) \quad (9)$$

Structure of $C_{ij}(t)$:

If there is the opportunity of the permanent communication between two nodes, and the node $j$ works for node $i$, then $c_{ij}= e_{ij}p_{ij}$, where $e_{ij}$ is the coefficient of effectiveness that shows the time rate of real data transfers and total working time, while $p_{ij}$ is the probability of data transmission from node $j$ to node $i$. If there is not a physical connection between these nodes, then $c_{ij}=0$. The probability of data transmission, $p_{ij}(t)$ presents the distribution proportion of given routes belonging to a node with relative weighting, where $0 \leq p_{ij}(t) \leq 1$, if node $j$ works for more than one node. The relative weightings of node $j$ are shown in column $j$ of the communication matrix and $\Sigma p_{ij}(t) = 1$ for each column.

$S_{j}(t)$ is an automatic internal self-regulation function (10) of transmitter node with values of 1 or 0. It shows whether node $j$ has message to send or not. Connection is disable if data density of node $j$ ($x_{j}(t)$) equals to 0, anyway 1.
\[ S_j(t) = \begin{cases} 1, & x_j(t) > 0 \\ 0, & x_j(t) = 0 \end{cases} \] (10)

\[ R_i(t) \] is another automatic internal self-regulation function (11) of the receiver node with values of 1 or 0. Connection is enable if data density of node i \( x_i(t) \) smaller, than 1, anyway 0. Value of 1 means that buffer of node i has been overloaded, so node i closes its communication port to direction of node j, therefore node i does not receive any message from node j.

\[ R_i(t) = \begin{cases} 1, & x_i(t) < 1 \\ 0, & x_i(t) = 1 \end{cases} \] (11)

Equation (9) transforms (3) into (12)

\[
N(t + \Delta t) = N(t) + c_{ij}(t) \cdot S_j(t) \cdot R_i(t) \cdot x_i(t) \cdot v_{ij} \cdot \Delta t + c_{inpk}(t) \cdot R_i(t) \cdot x_i(t) \cdot v_{inpk} \cdot \Delta t - c_{outm,i}(t) \cdot S_i(t) \cdot v_{outm,i} \cdot \Delta t \] (12)

In (12) we supposed that input node always can send data to and output nodes can receive all data from our network. In longer time period \( x_j(t) \cdot v_{ij} \) shows real transmission speed. While \( S_j(t) = 1 \), i.e. \( v_{ij} \cdot \Delta t \leq x_j(t) \cdot N_{max} \), transmission works. Transmission stops if no more data to transfer. In other words, the average transfer speed for the total time period is \( x_j(t) \cdot v_{ij} \).

6 Simulation

That takes too much simulation time if dataflow is simulated by bit by bit. We wanted to make a unit for our simulation. So in first step we measured frame lengths. We made data transfers in different time period (early morning, afternoon, midnight), with different data lengths (from some hundred bytes to hundred megabytes) and different transmission speed (from 24 Kbits/s up to 100Mbits/s). Measurements were made by the Wireshark Network Protocol Analyzer. After having collected more hundred thousands messages we analyzed incoming and outgoing frames. The result showed two significant figures among the values. One of them was characteristic of confirmation messages, while the other one was typical data messages. Distribution function of data measured is presented in Table 1. It shows the most frequented values.

Considering figures table 1 we chose 55 bytes as unit of frame length. Using this frame length an average data length is 26 units.
Table 1
Number of pieces of the most frequented frame length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Number of Pieces</th>
<th>Total Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>165 535</td>
<td>8 938 890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>11 773</td>
<td>777 018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 082</td>
<td>10 730</td>
<td>11 609 860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 434</td>
<td>271 383</td>
<td>389 163 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 514</td>
<td>43 127</td>
<td>65 294 278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An existing network was simulated that can be seen in Figure xxx. Two files were transmitted through the real network. The first file of 89 MB was transported from Inp1 and the second one of 91 MB started from Inp2. First channel used TCP protocol, while second file was transported by FTP protocol. In our 100Mb/sec channels the calculated efficiency rate was about 72%, because the transportations took appr. 20 sec. Our model used the same files during the simulation.

The second file was started in 8 seconds after the first one. The third input channel named Inp3 did not work. The throughput can be seen in Figure 3. Process time of the simulation is a bit less than the real communication. In the figure 3 we can see that the real communication used different channel speeds, while the transfer speed was the same in our simulation. During our simulation we supposed that speeds of transmission equal between nodes. This supposition was false as we could see it in Figure 3.
In the simulation the data density of the internal nodes are also observable. Using different internal buffers in the network observed bottleneck effects can be tested. Figure 4 shows two simulation with different buffer sizes. On the left 5 MByte internal buffer was used, while in second case only 1 MByte buffer was allocated. On the left side inputs work linearly, while on the right side shows non-linear faces.

Figure 4 helps us to find bottlenecks of the network. In the right picture Inp2 was blocked by node Int1, because there were no enough room for incoming frames.

Conclusion and future works

This paper looks for possibilities to describe dataflow model of large-scale computer networks. A model was presented that was applicable to simulation, planning and regulation of computer network’s traffic. At the time of the model’s establishment, the partial differential equations were avoided in the mathematical model because of the specially chosen state variables. The nodes have honoured
roles in this non-linear model because storage capacities of the transmission medium are practically zero. Nodes either communicate to each other or not. In our model, the mean of the data density is the proportion of the size of data stored in the single node and the data quantity, which can be stored maximally. Our model examines change of data density occurred by data flow among the nodes in a region demarcated by close curve. Input and output data densities are regarded as known. At first sight, these processes are the inputs and outputs of the model. Effectively, these processes together form the actual inputs of the mathematical model. State variables present data densities arising in the internal nodes of the system. Our system applies a data traffic model involving $n$ internal and $m$ external nodes. To create the mathematical model the communication matrices defining the network has fundamental importance. Our model applies four communication matrices. During simulation we supposed that speed of transmission equals between nodes. It must be changed in the future. We have to work out a quick test to calculate possible congestion points and gives some criteria to stability of the system. Finally, a simply example was presented to demonstrate usage of the model and how this model is applicable to the simulation, planning or regulation of computer networks.
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